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Abstract
Maritime territorial disputes in Asia are increasingly contentious, with
competing claims and confrontations among numerous states of the region
carrying significant implications for the relations among the countries of
the region, between the U.S. and the region, and for the broader US-China
relationship. This analysis examines the politics of the U.S. approach to the
challenge, focusing on the role of Congress as a factor shaping the U.S.
response. After establishing an analytical framework that directs attention
to legislative-executive interactions and the domestic political/institutional
context, it assesses the consequences of this context for U.S. policies and
approaches to the problem. The analysis reveals the sequence and dynamics
of congressional engagement, by which members moved from indirect and
non-legislative approaches to direct and legislative approaches to narrow the
boundaries and the shape the direction of US foreign policy. It concludes by
addressing the implications for the U.S. approach and the relationships among
the key parties.
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1. Introduction
The stakes are high in the South China Sea as territorial disputes and China’s increasingly
assertive claims pose challenges for its neighbors in the region and for the United States.
While China accuses the U.S. of meddling in what its leaders routinely characterize as
China’s historic claims to the disputed area, U.S. policymakers seek to chart a course that
firmly addresses China’s claims and accompanying threats and assertive actions, protects
U.S. interests in the region, supports its friends and allies in the region, but avoids escalating
the tension unnecessarily.
However, these efforts to respond to the South China Sea challenge are shaped by actors
other than the executive branch. Making sense of U.S. diplomacy and its policy approach to
this potentially volatile territorial issue requires attention not only to the presidency, but also to
members of Congress. As Garrison describes it, “the struggle for the China agenda is usually
one between members of Congress who represent competing interests (and corresponding
lobbying groups) and the administration, which focuses on the general health of the bilateral
relationship.”1 From the original post-World War II China Lobby to the pro-Taiwan lobby
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to the current context of human rights, religious freedom, national security, and business
interests, competing agendas and priorities in Congress have often played an important role
in shaping U.S. policy toward China. Hence, incorporating the role of the U.S. Congress is
essential to understanding U.S. foreign policy making.
This analysis presents an interpretive case study2 of the pattern of engagement of the
U.S. Congress in shaping U.S. diplomacy and policy response to the challenge of the South
China Sea in the 2014-2015 period. This social science case study approach applies an
established, “conceptual framework that focuses attention on some theoretically specified
aspects of reality” to a case – a set of events bounded by space and time –to provide better
understanding of the events and explanations of their nature.3 This approach thus provides
explanation of the processes and outcomes of a specific case, but also sheds light on the case
as a member of a broader class of phenomena,4 and offers insights on the utility and, in some
instances, limits, of the theoretical/analytical framework.
I argue that approaching this case through the lens of congressional engagement in foreign
policy sheds light on both the processes and outcomes of foreign policymaking. Focusing on
the central question about congressional engagement, I first establish an analytical/conceptual
framework for understanding/explaining U.S. foreign policymaking that calls attention to the
nature of the policymaking process and the avenues and activities of congressional influence.
I then apply that framework to interpret U.S. foreign policymaking in one period of the
South China Sea dispute, highlighting key phases and activities in the policymaking process
from 2014-2015. Focusing on this set of events within these time boundaries has several
purposes and advantages. First, China’s actions and the tensions in the region accelerated
significantly in late 2013, presenting a “new” problem on the foreign policy agenda. Second,
the 2014-2015 period presents two legislative/budgetary cycles to observe administration
action and congressional engagement. Third, the consequences of congressional elections in
November 2014, in which the House remained in the hands of the Republican majority, but
the Senate flipped from Democrat to Republican control, offers a glimpse into the effects
of changing political context. The analysis concludes with a brief summary of subsequent
events and policymaking activities after January 2016, and consideration of the implications
of the dynamics revealed in the analysis.
2. The Analytical Lens: Congress and the Politics of U.S. Foreign Policy
Understanding the U.S. response to the South China Sea dispute demands more than assessing
the problem, considering U.S. interests, and looking to the White House for its decisions and
actions. U.S. foreign policy takes shape through a complicated institutional structure, and
it can be both complex and messy. Members of Congress are often significant players but
gauging their roles and impact requires attention of several key features of the institutional
context and the nature of the legislative-executive relationship.
A framework to examine congressional behavior and decisions on whether and how to
engage on foreign policy issues such as the South China Sea dispute — and contribute to a
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better understanding of how and why the U.S. response to the South China Sea in particular
has unfolded as it has — rests on three components. First, two clarifications must be made
to provide the foundation to understanding the congressional role and influence in U.S.
foreign policy in general: a) incorporating the range of actors comprising Congress, from
the collective institution to its individual members; b) recognizing multiple avenues of
congressional influence. Second, the cues and conditions that motivate congressional foreign
policy behavior and help explain the patterns of legislative-executive interaction must be
incorporated. Finally, based on these two foundations, one can understand general patterns
of legislative-executive interactions and congressional engagement and influence on the U.S.
response to the South China Sea dispute.
2.1. Setting the context
Understanding congressional activity and influence on the South China Sea dispute first
requires clarifying what is meant by “Congress” as a foreign policy actor. Most generically,
“Congress” may represent the institution as a whole, or one or the other of its two chambers,
with a corresponding focus on formal legislative outputs. Within each chamber, there are
numerous committees and subcommittees where policy is shaped. Policy can also be shaped
in caucuses focusing on specific policy issues or regions. Party organizations and leadership
also play an increasingly important role both as an access point and in developing foreign
policy positions.5
However, “Congress is not truly an ‘it’ but a ‘they,’ ” and its 535 individual members
each have their own political and policy agendas.6 It is individual members who highlight
issues, help set the governmental agenda, frame debate, introduce bills, and lobby their
colleagues and administration officials for their support.7 As others have noted, “Congress
does not check presidential power, individuals within it do.”8 Some of these individual MCs
are especially interested in foreign policy and often take the initiative. In general, those
interested in forcing policy innovation in Congress have been called “congressional foreign
policy entrepreneurs,” issue leaders, and other similar labels.9 Such entrepreneurs are not
only generally more interested and attentive to foreign policy, but they are also generally
more assertive, and more committed to initiating policy change or innovation.10, According
to one scholar, such members regularly attempt to “seize the initiative to identify policy
problems and offer substantive alternatives and solutions.”11 While such individual members
5
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may seek to pass legislation, they frequently engage in many less formal actions and they
usually take the lead in congressional efforts to shape foreign policy.
The second important contextual factor for assessing and understanding legislativeexecutive interaction between Congress and the president is an accurate accounting of
the avenues of influence available to members of Congress. The Constitution assigns the
president powerful but numerically limited foreign policy roles in Article 2, Section 2,
including commander-in-chief. The application of these powers, combined with court
decisions and the growth of executive institutions under the command of the president have
established important opportunities and precedents for presidential leadership. However, in
Article I, Section 8, the Constitution assigns Congress more numerous and more specific
foreign policy powers to add to the general legislative power (Section 1) and the power to
appropriate funds (Section 7): to collect duties; provide for the common defense; regulate
foreign commerce; set uniform rules for naturalization of citizens; punish piracy and “other
Offences against the Law of Nations”; declare war; raise and support armies and navies;
regulate land and naval forces; organize, arm, discipline, and call forth the militia; and make
all necessary laws to carry out such powers.
However, “members of Congress exert influence over foreign policy through many formal
and informal inquiries, investigation, floor statements, and various procedural customs
and techniques”12 As indicated in Table 1, four broad avenues of influence emerge from
differentiating between legislative vs. nonlegislative actions and direct vs indirect actions:13
direct-legislative, indirect-legislative, direct-nonlegislative, and indirect-nonlegislative.14
Most scholars focus on the kinds of activities that fall in the direct-legislative category (such
as substantive legislation aimed at particular policy outputs), but procedural efforts (including
procedural legislation aimed at shaping the decision process), oversight, signaling, framing,
and other indirect legislative and nonlegislative approaches are influential as well.15
Table 1- Avenues of Congressional Foreign Policy Influence
Direct

Indirect

Legislative

Legislation
Appropriations
Treaties (Senate)

Nonbinding Legislation
Procedural Legislation
Appointments (Senate)

Nonlegislative

Letters/Phone Calls
Consultations/Advising
Hearings
Oversight Activities
Litigation

Agenda Setting
Framing Debate
Foreign Contacts

Source: Adapted from James M. Scott, “In the Loop: Congressional Influence in American Foreign Policy,” Journal
of Political and Military Sociology 25 (Summer 1997): 47-76.

As important, distinguishing between these avenues calls attention to a very important
characteristic of congressional activity and influence: the role of anticipated reactions. As
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several steps ahead, Congress and the executive branch anticipate one another's behavior
and modify their own behavior accordingly.”16 In this context, members can use any of the
avenues to prompt presidents to accommodate their preferences (or risk facing legislative
resistance later). Essentially, this aspect of congressional influence refers to the use of
signals (e.g., hearings, speeches, letter) the threat of congressional legislative action (e.g.,
non-binding resolutions, introducing legislation), and the use of that threat as leverage by
members to bring administration proposals or actions into line with their preferences. Thus,
while anticipated reactions are not an avenue of influence per se (and are thus not represented
in Table 1), they constitute a signaling/leverage strategy through which such avenues can be
employed. Such congressional signaling or conditioning can play an important role in foreign
policy decisions, even if legislation itself never results.17
2.2. Cues and conditions18
With these clarifications as the foundation, understanding the role, actions and influence of
Congress in the South China Sea dispute further requires addressing the cues and conditions
that motivate congressional foreign policy behavior. Members of Congress are motivated by
a wide variety of cues (factors members consider) and conditions (situational characteristics)
of the policy context/structure. Among the most significant of these cues and conditions are
public opinion, policy preferences, partisanship, the nature of the policy process, differences
in policy type and issue, and policy instruments.19 Particular configurations of these factors
help to explain the patterns of legislative-executive interaction: Congress may be compliant,
competitive or confrontational, and no single form or sequence prevails.
Public Opinion. Congress is “the people’s branch” and its members are powerfully driven
by political calculations related to public opinion and reelection concerns.20 With respect to
foreign policy, these concerns have several dimensions. First, members are attentive to broad
public opinion regarding the president, with popular presidents and popular policies more
likely to receive support than unpopular ones. Moreover, policies regarded by the public as
failures are likely targets for congressional activity and assertiveness. Second, members are
attuned to constituency opinion and tend not to stray far from the broad preferences of their
districts or states (or the preferences of those who fund their campaigns).
Partisanship. Foreign policy is an increasingly partisan process, and partisan calculations
provide significant cues for member activity and assertiveness. While partisanship is not
necessarily the driving force behind all congressional activism and assertiveness in U.S.
foreign policy, its impact has expanded since the Vietnam War. Presidential party members
have a partisan reason to support the president or to work with or through the administration
where possible. Conversely, opposition party members are quicker to challenge presidents
and to promote their own alternative foreign policy initiatives.21 As one study concluded, the
16
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impact of partisanship on foreign policy has increased in nearly every way imaginable over
the past several decades.22
Policy Preferences. While members weigh public opinion, constituency views, and
partisan calculations, they are also strongly motivated by their own preferences and ideology,
which are in in turn, shaped by their personal experiences and values.23 Member policy
preferences, as typically measured by ideological predisposition and their personal interest
in creating good public policy, are central to congressional behavior in foreign policy.24
Policy Process and Timing. The foreign policy process is cyclical, typically proceeding
with initial formulation-decision-implementation phases linked to subsequent iterations of
these phases. While the initial cycle of policy making is usually dominated by the executive
branch, subsequent cycles afford members of Congress opportunities to play a significant
role. Annual budget authorization/appropriation cycles and oversight responsibilities
establish regular opportunities for policy evaluation and “hard-wire” members into the
process, so members frequently rely on such cycles to engage on issues of concern and try to
shape policies. Thus, it is not uncommon for congressional foreign policy activity to occur at
predictable times in the legislative calendar, with early spring, mid-summer, and early fall as
particularly common access points.
Policy Context. As others have argued, different foreign policy contexts tend to involve
distinct legislative-executive orientations.25 By their nature, crises — or even high-stakes
or high-threat issues — favor the executive and push Congress to the background, at least
for a time. In a crisis, the need for a speedy response often leads presidents to keep the
decision unit as small as possible; members of Congress are rarely invited to participate.26
Although some may complain about being left out, most members either rally in support
of the president’s response to the crisis, arguing that the country needs to present a united
front to the provocateur or defer for a time.27 Yet true crises are infrequent, and extended
crisis decision making tends to invite congressional second-guessing.28 The sense of ‘crisis’
inevitably recedes and invites later involvement by members.
Non-crisis foreign policy can be divided in two types: structural and strategic. The
conventional wisdom long held that the presidency dominates strategic decisions – those
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involving the basic ends of foreign policy – while Congress was more comfortable in making
structural foreign policy – as it dealt with the means to implement those ends. However,
numerous studies suggest members are increasingly likely to address strategic issues since
the early Cold War years.29 Indeed, many members seek out strategic foreign policy issues
whenever they see a policy vacuum or a need for a policy correction (see below).
Policy structure. As just noted, differences between policy corrections and policy
vacuums are also significant. In policy corrections, members need to overcome the inertia
of existing policy, persuading the president to change course. Policy failures are especially
inviting targets for correction, especially when public opinion is activated, and members are
particularly active in efforts to shape policymaking in these situations. In contrast, vacuums
– when problems are identified but policy actions have not been taken - present members
with opportunities to act in contexts less dominated by other stakeholders, especially in the
executive branch. Members identifying such vacuums relevant to problems that matter to
them engage in activities to convince the administration to address the problem in ways that
conform to member preferences, and/or to convince enough other members to act through
legislative avenues to persuade or force the president to respond.30
Policy Instrument. It is also helpful to distinguish between executive-dominated
instruments and legislative-dominated instruments.31 Policies relying on the use of force,
diplomacy, and intelligence activities are usually initiated by the executive branch, with
Congress generally playing a more reactive role. Other policies, such as those relying on aid
and tied more closely to the annual authorization/appropriation cycle, are more amenable to
congressional initiative.
2.3. Constructing the analytical framework
The combination of the conceptual clarifications and the cues/conditions discussed above
leads to some general expectations for the role/influence of Congress and patterns of
legislative-executive interactions that provide a useful lens through which to examine and
interpret the congressional role and activity on the South China Sea dispute. Together, they
contribute to a better understanding of the nature of the U.S. response and the impact of
members of Congress on it. Moreover, they call attention to the rhythms and patterns of
congressional engagement on the issue.
Drawing on the clarifications and insights just introduced to interpret the role of Congress
in U.S. foreign policymaking on the South China Sea dispute during the 2014-2015 period,
a simple starting point is to differentiate between initial phases of the policymaking process
and subsequent iterations of the policy process.32 Within this simple structure, a number of
patterns and sequences can be introduced to develop the analytical lens for application to the
South China Seas dispute.
Initial Cycle. The insights from the preceding section suggest that initial foreign
policymaking phases begin with problem recognition and response. In this initial process
cycle, the administration is most likely to take the initiative, especially in cases of higher
29
Carter and Scott, Choosing to Lead; Howell and Pevehouse, While Dangers Gather; Lindsay, Congress and the Politics of
U.S. Foreign Policy.
30
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31
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32
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stakes/threat environment.33 Members of Congress typically respond to initial phases with
substantial deference to presidential leadership. Compliance with presidential initiatives is
common at the outset, especially in crisis or potential crisis situations. Individual members
often engage in basic framing activities that reflect problem recognition and signal their
concerns, as well as “surveillance” of administration actions to monitor policy responses.
However, beyond such indirect and non-legislative activities, most members take a “wait and
see” approach, leaving more extensive attention to the handful of individual members with
particular interests in the problem (entrepreneurs).
Subsequent Cycles. As the initial administration response unfolds, members of Congress
react, and congressional engagement increases in later process cycles.34 The nature of that
adjustment/engagement is contingent on several factors. In some circumstances, member
engagement is essentially supportive. This is particularly likely with policy success, with
relatively high public approval of the policy and/or president, and with co-partisans. In such
success situations, members may engage in “band-wagoning” or bidding wars to out-do a
president in responding to a situation, effectively proposing increased efforts in line with
the general administration policy response.35 However, with unsuccessful policy, lack of
policy response, and/or low public approval, congressional engagement is generally more
competitive, especially among partisan opponents of the president. Furthermore, to the extent
that a high-stakes crisis or potential crisis extends in time, members are more likely to engage
competitively as well.36 Here, members are more likely to make “balancing” or “prodding”
efforts to resist or redirect administration initiatives.
In any case, these variants can be expected to emerge in general accordance with a
common dynamic reflecting several key characteristics. First, individual members with
relatively high levels of attention, interest and engagement (entrepreneurs) typically take
the lead.37 Second, individual and congressional activity and assertiveness is likely to begin
in non-legislative and indirect avenues (oversight, framing, signaling) and then extend to
more direct and legislative approaches (procedural and/or substantive legislation).38 Third,
on any given foreign policy issue, congressional activity and assertiveness is likely to begin
in legislative-dominated instruments (e.g., budgets) and then extend to executive-dominated
instruments (e.g., strategy statements; use of military). Fourth, on a given issue, changes in
the partisan balance in Congress are likely to lead to greater/lesser assertiveness (depending
on the direction of the shift vis-à-vis the party of the president).
Extended Cycles. The role and activity of Congress in extended cycles is highly contingent
on a variety of factors, but may escalate to legislative-executive confrontation. The first
contingency is the problem development itself. In some situations, policy developments
result in a defusing of the issue, which can lead to a reduction of engagement by Congress
(e.g., a crisis is averted or resolved). A second contingency depends on presidential
responsiveness. Administrations that respond to congressional activity by adjusting policy
essentially purchase some combination of compliance and surveillance/monitoring until
33
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subsequent policy developments take shape and trigger further engagement (or resolution).
Non-responsiveness — rejection of congressional preferences/proposals (defiance) or failure
to act (policy vacuums) invites greater assertiveness, engagement, and more independent
policymaking efforts by members.39 In either case, both public opinion and partisanship
continue to play a role, with unpopular presidents/policies inviting more confrontational
efforts, and partisan divisions generating more policy challenges.
With these expectations in mind, this explanatory framework sheds light on U.S.
policymaking on the South China Sea dispute in 2014-2015. Applying this lens calls attention
to the role and impact of members of Congress in shaping the U.S. response, the patterns and
sequences of their engagement, and the limits and conditional constraints on their influence.
3. Applying the Lens: Congress and the South China Sea, 2014-2015
Long-standing concerns over the numerous territorial disputes in the South China Sea
escalated after 2013 — in particular those involving the Paracel Islands, Spratly Islands, and
the Scarborough Shoal. China claims approximately 90% of the South China Sea, relying
on what has been characterized as the “nine-dash line” to demarcate its territorial assertions.
Tension increased beginning late 2013 as China ramped up its actions through a series of
incremental steps —often described as a “salami-slicing strategy” — to push the status quo in
favor of its assertions and change the strategic context without taking any individual step so
dramatic as to trigger a significant military confrontation. These incremental actions included
small steps to gradually take control of smaller reefs and islands within the South China Sea,
establishing settlements on many, operating and expanding naval patrols in the area, gradually
leasing oil and fishing blocks inside areas claimed by neighboring countries, sending naval
patrols to harass and impede other countries’ development efforts in the area, dredging and
developing smaller reefs and islands for military and economic use, and other steps.
Additionally, China and the U.S. are locked in a dispute over China’s claims to rights to
control the activities of foreign military forces (i.e., the U.S. Navy) in what it asserts is its
Exclusive Economic Zone. Clashes over access and activity in this disputed zone led to a
series of incidents between China and the U.S. from 2001 on. At the heart of these concerns
are the U.S. assertion and defense of “Freedom of Navigation” rights in the regions (and
generally). In 2014, China’s actions escalated to include a program of activity to build and
expand a series of reefs and islands in the South China Seas to further establish and extend its
claims, leading to heightened tension in the region.40 Fears that China is engaged in a strategy
to extend its control over the “near-seas” area, which includes the South China Sea, led the
U.S. and other states in the regions to take action in defense of their strategic, political, and
economic interests.

39
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40
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3.1. Phase 1: “Managing differences” and the administration response
As the tension over the South China Sea escalated, during the period of this analysis (20142015), members of Congress engaged in framing and oversight/surveillance, expressing
concerns over the issue and monitoring the administration response. These activities were
concentrated in the most interested members on the foreign policy and armed services
committees. Concerns with actions by the Obama Administration (Democratic Party) were
more critically expressed in the House of Representatives (controlled by Republicans) than
in the Senate (controlled by Democrats).
As the problem developed, the administration responded with actions and declarations
building on the broad foundations of existing U.S. policy, including the administration’s
“Asia pivot” initiative and bilateral relations with China. As Daniel Russel, assistant
secretary of state for East Asia, explained it to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee
in the spring of 2014, cooperation on economic issues, expansion of military-to-military
coordination and regional security initiatives, and collaboration on regional and global issues
like nonproliferation (Korea, Iran) and climate change were critical elements of the broader
bilateral relationship. In the context of these larger issues, Russel characterized the South
China Sea matters as part of “managing differences” in the overall (and generally positive)
relationship. As Russel put it in testimony before the U.S. Senate:
In the Asia-Pacific region, Beijing’s neighbors are understandably alarmed by China’s
increasingly coercive efforts to assert and enforce its claims in the South China and East
China Seas. A pattern of unilateral Chinese actions in sensitive and disputed areas is raising
tensions and damaging China’s international standing. Moreover, some of China’s actions are
directed at U.S. treaty allies. The United States has important interests at stake in these seas:
freedom of navigation and overflight, unimpeded lawful commerce, respect for international
law, and the peaceful management of disputes. We apply the same principles to the behavior
of all claimants involved, not only to China.41

Emphasizing the broader U.S. - China relationship, a number of principles formed the
foundation of the specific issue of the South China Sea. These included emphasis on:
• U.S. neutrality on the competing claims to sovereignty in the area;
• the U.S. commitment to peaceful settlement of disputes and consistency with the
principles of international law by all parties;
• support for the principle of freedom of the seas;
• the precepts of customary international law respecting territorial waters and exclusive
economic zones, especially the principles that states may regulate economic activities
is such zones, but not foreign military activities (freedom of navigation) or surveillance
flights above international waters;
• restraint by claimants and respect for the status quo until peaceful settlement is
reached, especially regarding land reclamation efforts.42
As Secretary of State John Kerry put it later in 2014 (in the context of a speech on the
administration’s efforts to rebalance or pivot to Asia):
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The United States is not a claimant, and we do not take a position on the various territorial
claims of others. But we take a strong position on how those claims are pursued and how
those disputes are going to be resolved. So we are deeply concerned about mounting tension
in the South China Sea and we consistently urge all the parties to pursue claims in accordance
with international law, to exercise self-restraint, to peacefully resolve disputes, and to make
rapid, meaningful progress to complete a code of conduct that will help reduce the potential
for conflict in the years to come. And the United States will work, without getting involved
in the merits of the claim, on helping that process to be effectuated, because doing so brings
greater stability, brings more opportunity for cooperation in other areas.43

In addition, the administration took steps to promote coordination and cooperation in the
region. These steps included moves to bolster cooperative relationships with U.S. friends and
allies in the region. For instance, the administration worked to expand naval and maritime
engagement with Indonesia, Malaysia, and Vietnam, among others. The administration
also undertook a number of efforts to address potential clashes between U.S., Chinese, and
other claimants’ commercial and military transit and activities. For example, in 2014, China
participated for the first time in the Rim of the Pacific naval exercises, or RIMPAC. According
to the U.S. Department of Defense this step provided “an opportunity for the United States,
China, and countries throughout the Asia-Pacific region to exercise key operational practices
and procedures that are essential to ensuring that tactical misunderstandings do not escalate
into crises.”44 Additionally, in 2014 Secretary of Defense Chuck Hagel led efforts to establish
codes of conduct to avoid clashes. In the spring, 21 Pacific rim countries, including the U.S.
and China, agreed to a non-binding protocol called the “Code for Unplanned Encounters
at Sea” (CUES), which outlined “safety procedures, basic communications, and basic
maneuvering instructions for naval ships and aircraft during unplanned encounters at sea,
with the aim of reducing the risk of incidents arising from such encounters.” Later in 2014,
Hagel and his Chinese counterpart signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) on rules
of behavior for safety of air and maritime encounters, including rules of behavior for safety
during surface-to-surface encounters.45
Assistant Secretary of State Russel summarized the administration approach to the issue
under questioning from Sen. Bob Corker, the Republican ranking member of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee in a hearing in June 2014:
we use public messaging, we use diplomacy. We also engage in building the capacity of
the countries in Southeast Asia to ensure that they are able to adequately police their own
territorial waters and that they can maintain the domain awareness that ensures that they
know what is going on in their contiguous waters or in the open seas. Our strategy, Senator,
includes the support for a unified and influential ASEAN [Association of SouthEast Asian
Nations], and we believe that the call from the ASEAN countries to China to work with
them, not to bully them, has a long-term salutary effect. Lastly, the fact of the matter is that
the robust military presence, the strong security commitments, and the healthy alliances that
the United States maintains with many countries in the region similarly serves to maintain
stability and keep the peace, going forward, as it has for the last six decades.46
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During most of 2014, the congressional reaction to the mounting tension — and the
administration response — was cautious and involved indirect and/or non-legislative efforts
at framing and “surveillance.” For example, as concerns over the South China Sea tension
ramped up in late 2013, a number of U.S. senators signaled concern through a letter to China’s
Ambassador to the United States. Foreign Relations Committee member Robert Menendez
(D-NJ, and committee chair), Bob Corker (R-TN), Marco Rubio (R-FL), and Benjamin L.
Cardin (D-MD) expressed concern over China’s unilateral actions which they argued
“reinforces the perception that China prefers coercion over rule of law mechanisms to address
territorial, sovereignty or jurisdictional issues in the Asia-Pacific. It also follows a disturbing
trend of increasingly hostile Chinese maritime activities, including repeated incursions by
Chinese vessels into the waters and airspace of Japan, the Philippines, Vietnam and other
in the East and South China Seas. These actions threaten freedom of air and maritime
navigation, which are vital national interests of the United States.”47

Members of Congress also used hearings to raise their concerns about the issue and engage
in initial oversight over administration responses, which key members found too restrained.
For example, on January 14, 2014, the House Armed Services Seapower and Projection
Forces subcommittee and the House Foreign Affairs Asia and the Pacific subcommittee held
a joint hearing on the maritime disputes. Led by their Republican majority members, the
joint session featured testimony by regional specialists from the U.S. Naval War College, the
Center for Strategic and International Studies, and the American Foreign Policy Council, and
commentary and questions from the subcommittee members designed to call attention to the
need to address the problem. As Steve Chabot (R-OH) stated, “There is no other issue right
now in the Asia-Pacific region more worrisome than the rise in tensions we are seeing as a
result of China’s efforts to coercively change and destabilize the regional status quo.”48 Rep.
Randy Forbes (R-VA) further signaled concerns and framed the potential significance of the
issue, noting “My greatest fear is that China’s coercive methods of dealing with territorial
disputes could manifest into increased tensions that could ultimately lead to miscalculation…
.I believe we must be 100 percent intolerant of China’s territorial claims and its continued
resort to forms of military coercion to alter the status quo in the region.”49 Ranking
Democratic Party members of the subcommittees also voiced concern, with Ami Bera (DCA) noting “We have got to send, as a body, in a bipartisan manner, a strong message to
China that these threatening and provocative moves to assert their maritime territorial claims
are unacceptable. These steps clearly undermine the peace and stability of the Asia-Pacific.
If China is left unchallenged, China’s claims over the region will solidify, thus altering the
status quo.”50 The session’s witnesses —none of whom were administration officials —
collectively recommended firm responses and a concerted strategy to address the problem.
Later that same spring, in hearings before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee’s East
Asia and Pacific Affairs subcommittee, the Democratic Party majority led by Ben Cardin (DMD) used the topic of U.S.-Taiwan relations to signal concerns over the maritime disputes,
hearing testimony from administration witnesses, along with regional specialists from the
Quoted/excerpted in O’Rourke, Maritime Territorial and Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) Disputes, 4.
House of Representatives, The Subcommittee on Seapower and Projection Forces of the Committee on Armed Services
Meeting Jointly with Subcommittee on Asia and the Pacific of the Committee on Foreign Affairs. Maritime Sovereignty in the East
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National Bureau of Asian Research and the Project 2049 Institute. Along with other things,
the session included calls for expanded cooperation and support for U.S. friends and allies in
the face of China’s assertive actions.51 Just two months later, in late June the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee held additional hearings on U.S.-China relations that also addressed
growing concerns about aggressive Chinese actions.52 Led by Democrats Robert Menendez
(NJ) and Ben Cardin (MD), the hearings were cast in the broad context of bilateral and
regional relations and included testimony from the U.S. State Department’s head of the
Asia bureau and policy analysts from Princeton University and the Kissinger Institute.
Raising concerns about the provocative Chinese actions, members from both parties sought
information about administration responses, as well as analysis from the outside specialists
on the nature, stakes, and potential recourses.
Mounting congressional worries led Menendez to join with Senators Cardin, Rubio (RFL), McCain (R-AZ), Risch (R-ID), Cornyn (R-TX), Leahy (D-VT), and Feinstein (D-CA)
to sponsor a resolution (S.Res 412, first introduced in April) signaling their concerns to
the administration. This resolution stressed the importance of “freedom of navigation and
other internationally lawful uses of sea and airspace in the Asia-Pacific region, and for the
peaceful diplomatic resolution of outstanding territorial and maritime claims and disputes,”
condemned China’s actions, and laid out a 13-point statement of U.S. policy:
(1) reaffirm its unwavering commitment and support for allies and partners in the Asia-Pacific
region, including longstanding United States policy regarding Article V of the United StatesPhilippines Mutual Defense Treaty and that Article V of the United States-Japan Mutual
Defense Treaty applies to the Japanese-administered Senkaku Islands;
(2) oppose claims that impinge on the rights, freedoms, and lawful use of the sea that belong
to all nations;
(3) urge all parties to refrain from engaging in destabilizing activities, including illegal
occupation or efforts to unlawfully assert administration over disputed claims;
(4) ensure that disputes are managed without intimidation, coercion, or force;
(5) call on all claimants to clarify or adjust claims in accordance with international law;
(6) support efforts by ASEAN and the People's Republic of China to develop an effective
Code of Conduct, including the “early harvest” of agreed- upon elements in the Code of
Conduct that can be implemented immediately;
(7) reaffirm that an existing body of international rules and guidelines, including the
International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea, done at London October 12, 1972
(COLREGs), is sufficient to ensure the safety of navigation between the United States Armed
Forces and the forces of other countries, including the People’s Republic of China;
(8) support the development of regional institutions and bodies, including the ASEAN
Regional Forum, the ASEAN Defense Minister’s Meeting Plus, the East Asia Summit, and
the expanded ASEAN Maritime Forum, to build practical cooperation in the region and
reinforce the role of international law;
(9) encourage the adoption of mechanisms such as hotlines or emergency procedures for
preventing incidents in sensitive areas, managing them if they occur, and preventing disputes
from escalating;
51
Evaluating U.S. Policy on Taiwan on the 35th Anniversary of the Taiwan Relations: Hearing Before the Senate Committee
on Foreign Relations Subcommittee on East Asian and Pacific Affairs, April 3, 2014 (statement of Daniel R. Russel, Assistant
Secretary, Bureau of East Asian and Pacific Affairs), https://2009-2017.state.gov/p/eap/rls/rm/2014/04/224350.htm.
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(10) fully support the rights of claimants to exercise rights they may have to avail themselves
of peaceful dispute settlement mechanisms;
(11) encourage claimants not to undertake new unilateral attempts to change the status quo
since the signing of the 2002 Declaration of Conduct, including not asserting administrative
measures or controls in disputed areas in the South China Sea;
(12) encourage the deepening of partnerships with other countries in the region for maritime
domain awareness and capacity building, as well as efforts by the United States Government
to explore the development of appropriate multilateral mechanisms for a “common operating
picture” in the South China Sea that would serve to help countries avoid destabilizing
behavior and deter risky and dangerous activities; and
(13) assure the continuity of operations by the United States in the Asia- Pacific region,
including, when appropriate, in cooperation with partners and allies, to reaffirm the principle
of freedom of operations in international waters and airspace in accordance with established
principles and practices of international law.53

The full Senate adopted the bipartisan S.Res 412 on July 10, 2014, by unanimous consent.
3.2. Phase 2: Heightened concerns and congressional reaction
In the latter half of 2014, tension continued to mount over the South China Sea disputes,
China’s unilateral efforts continued unabated, and a number of events led members of
Congress to begin efforts to exert pressure on the administration to take additional and more
forceful action. Among the most salient developments, a clash between Chinese military
forces and a U.S. P-8 surveillance plane in August, China’s accelerated reclamation efforts,
which transitioned in late 2014 to expanded construction and re-purposing of a number
sites (including the development of airfields and other facilities designed to project Chinese
control), and aggressive assertion of territorial sovereignty in the region combined to heighten
concern that a more assertive U.S. response was needed.
Concerns mounted in the latter half of the 2014, even as diplomatic progress on
confidence-building measures and other matters occurred. A tense incident in which a
Chinese jet challenged a U.S. Navy P-8 patrol aircraft over the South China Seas — which
the Department of Defense characterized as “very, very close, very dangerous”54 — raised
concerns in August, which were only modestly allayed by the memorandum of understanding
reached in November.55 However, in early 2015 when an analyst at the Center for Strategic
and International Studies posted an article that compared satellite photography from earlier
years to those of late 2014-early 2015, revealing the pace and extent of Chinese activities, it
generated significant alarm.56
This critical moment galvanized a number of members of Congress to advocate for more
aggressive efforts to prepare for and counter the Chinese challenge. To do so in an arena
in which the policy instruments (military, diplomacy) favored presidential initiative and
leadership, members engaged in a variety of efforts short of direct-legislative actions. As one
analyst described, “While the Obama Administration would likely rather continue its present
strategy of trying to engage Beijing and work towards some sort of ‘new type of great power
relations,’ it appears a group of lawmakers are working towards pushing the administration
See S.Res 412, accessed November 6, 2016, https://www.congress.gov/bill/113th-congress/senate-resolution/412.
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to consider a different approach. Such an approach would likely engage Beijing on a whole
range of Indo-Pacific issues—with a specific focus on the challenges in the South China
Sea.”57
For example, a number of members began to communicate their concerns and call for
action by what they regarded as a reluctant administration. In the spring (after Republicans
gained control of the Senate in the 2014 midterm elections), Senators John McCain (RAZ) and Jack Reed (D-RI), the chair and ranking member of the Senate Armed Services
Committee, and Senators Bob Corker (R-TN) and Bob Menendez (D-NJ), the chair and
ranking member of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, sent a letter to Secretary of State
John Kerry and Secretary of Defense Ashton Carter urging greater attention to the dispute
and advocating for “the development and implementation of a comprehensive strategy for the
maritime commons of the Indo-Pacific region.”58 In what respected former executive branch
official, policy analyst and academic Jack Goldsmith characterized as “a strong signal to the
administration and to China,”59 the letter also stated
China’s deliberate effort to employ non-military methods of coercion to alter the status quo,
both in the South China Sea and East China Sea, demands a comprehensive response from
the United States and our partners. While administration officials have highlighted various
speeches and initiatives as evidence of a broader strategy, we believe that a formal policy and
clearly articulated strategy to address these forms of Chinese coercion are essential. That is
why the National Defense Authorization Act of 2015 includes a requirement for a report on
maritime security strategy with an emphasis on the South China Sea and East China Sea.60

In the House of Representatives, Randy Forbes (R-VA), founder of the Congressional
China Caucus and chair of the Armed Services Committee Seapower and Projection Forces
subcommittee, took another approach, attempting to educate and persuade his colleagues by
distributing news and information on China to them and their staffs in a daily publication
called The Caucus Brief.61
Members also accelerated the use of hearings to press their policy preferences. In 2014,
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee held 3 hearings that included significant attention
to the South China Seas issue, while the House Foreign Affairs Committee held 6. In 2015,
both panels increased their activities: the Senate committee held 7 hearings, while the House
committee held 8.62 In the Senate, the Armed Services committee increased its hearings
on the matter from 2 in 2014 to 7 in 2015. 63 Notably, the 2014 midterm elections put the
Republicans in the majority in Senate for 2015.
In these hearings, members pushed the administration to take action to meet the challenge.
For example, in April, both the House and Senate Armed Services committees held hearings
in the context of defense authorizations that addressed the threat to U.S. interests that Chinese
reclamation/construction work in the South China Sea entailed. In May, the Senate Foreign
57
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Relations Committee convened a session specifically on the South China Sea (and East China
Sea) challenge. Two administration officials — Daniel Russel (assistant secretary of state for
Asia) and David Shear (assistant secretary of defense for Asian and Pacific security affairs)
were challenged by members of both parties in an effort to push the administration into
greater action. Sen. Bob Corker (R-TN) the committee chair flatly stated “I am concerned
that absent a course correction, specifically high-level and dedicated engagement from the
United States Government to articulate a coherent China policy, our credibility will continue
to suffer throughout the region, whether it is in regards to nonproliferation or preserving
freedom of navigation in the East and South China Seas.”64 After lengthy questioning and
prodding by members from both parties, Corker concluded by saying:
it just again builds on the narrative that there is a lot of talk coming out of the administration,
with not much follow-through. And I do hope that somehow we will develop a coherent
policy relative to China that somehow, while they violate international norms in multiple
ways, we can figure out a way for a price to be paid…. But I think you should leave here
today with a sense of disappointment from both sides of the aisle about us not really having,
still, a coherent policy. The reason this hearing is taking place today is, a year ago, we were
concerned about the fact that the United States does not have a coherent policy relative to
these issues and others with China….I leave here as disappointed as I was a year ago about
the fact that we do not have a policy.65

A series of other hearings occurred in both houses of Congress, as key members such as
Menendez, Corker, Forbes, and others on the foreign affairs and armed services committee in
both chambers continued to press the administration for both attention and action. The House
Foreign Affairs Subcommittee on Asia held highly critical hearings in July to highlight
security interests and threats in the South China Sea (no administration officials testified),66
while the armed services committees in both houses and the Senate Foreign Relations
followed up with additional hearings in September.67 Throughout the series of hearings,
members also regularly pressed for more tangible support for allies and friends in the region,
including Japan, the Philippines, Vietnam, and others.
Finally, members of Congress used the annual budget cycle to take the lead and introduce
a variety of bills to direct funds and attention to the issue. For example, in early 2015 the
Senate took the lead and, in a “bidding war” action doubling down on initial administration
efforts, added language to the 2015 concurrent resolution on the budget that allowed funds
to be allocated:
to supporting a comprehensive multi-year partner capacity building and security cooperation
plan in the Indo-Pacific region, including for a regional maritime domain awareness
architecture and for bilateral and multilateral exercises, port calls, and training activities
of the United States Armed Forces and Coast Guard to further a comprehensive strategy
to strengthen United States alliances and partnerships, freedom of navigation, and the
unimpeded access to the maritime commons of the Asia-Pacific.68
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Both the House and Senate included various sections to promote support and funding
for a number of initiatives directed toward key states involved in the dispute, including
Taiwan, the Philippines, and Vietnam. In early May, key senators took it upon themselves
to introduce a proposal in the defense authorization bill in the spring to move beyond the
existing approach and support and assist friends and allies more extensively in the region.
This new “South China Sea Initiative,” authorized over $400 million for assistance and
training to Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam, Brunei, Singapore, and
Taiwan, “for the purpose of increasing maritime security and maritime domain awareness of
foreign countries along the South China Sea.”69 This new initiative was eventually approved
by both houses (after the broader bill was first vetoed by the White House in October) in the
National Defense Authorization Act in November 2015. The administration then directed the
newly available funds to a broad range of support.70
The Obama administration appeared to respond to the assertive signaling and prodding
of members of Congress from both houses and from both parties. Under pressure both from
developing events and members of Congress, the administration expanded U.S. efforts across
several dimensions. First, the administration engaged more broadly with allies and friends
in the region. This engagement included maritime collaboration with Indonesia, Malaysia
and Vietnam, and a growing list of joint training and exercises with members of ASEAN and
others in the region, among other efforts.71 As Secretary of Defense Ashton Carter noted in a
public speech on the matter, members of Congress were credited for their role: “DoD will be
launching a new Southeast Asia Maritime Security Initiative. And thanks to the leadership
of the Senators here today (emphasis added)... [ellipse as in original] and others, Congress
has taken steps to authorize up to $425 million dollars for these maritime capacity-building
efforts.”72 When established, the new initiative involved a range of efforts to increase
the maritime security capacity of our allies and partners, to respond to threats in waters off
their coasts and to provide maritime security more broadly across the region. We are not
only focused on boosting capabilities, but also helping our partners develop the necessary
infrastructure and logistical support, strengthen institutions, and enhance practical skills to
develop sustainable and capable maritime forces. 73

Another highly salient element of this increased support occurred in late 2015, when a $1.83
billion arms sale was approved for Taiwan.74
Taking the cue from congressional prodding, the administration response also involved
efforts to support ASEAN and encourage a united front in addressing China’s actions. For
example, in the fall of 2015, Secretary of State John Kerry and other administration officials
worked with allies from Japan, Australia and New Zealand to convince ASEAN to include
a joint statement on the South China Sea disputes at a conference of ASEAN’s defense
ministries, and supported and facilitated agreements among members such as Taiwan and the
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Philippines to resolve their differences.75 Such efforts were resisted by China, which strongly
preferred to address the competing claims on a bilateral basis.
The administration also increased its efforts to promote peaceful diplomatic solutions,
including negotiations, arbitration, and other international legal mechanisms. In September
2015, for example, the Defense and State departments successfully completed an annex to
the existing Memorandum of Understanding on commercial and military transit in the South
China Sea to establish rules of behavior for safety of air-to-air encounters.76 Expanded efforts
to collaborate with key allies on the issue also occurred as U.S. officials worked “closely with
our friends in Australia, Japan, South Korea, and elsewhere to coordinate and amplify our
efforts toward promoting peace, stability, and prosperity in Asia. In part, we are partnering
trilaterally to achieve these goals.”77
Another interesting element of the administration response was to increase the public
visibility of U.S. efforts in a version of public diplomacy or signaling that was consistent
with calls by Congress to increase U.S. involvement. In addition to speeches, attendance at
meetings, and a variety of other efforts in the fall of 2015, one good example occurred in
November when U.S. Secretary of Defense Ashton Carter took Malaysian Defense Minister
Hishammuddin Hussein to visit the USS Theodore Roosevelt, an aircraft carrier conducting
operations in the South China Sea. During the publicized visit, Carter told the press
Being here on the Theodore Roosevelt in the South China Sea is a symbol and signifies the
stabilizing presence that the United States has had in this part of the world for decades….
If it's being noted today in a special way, it's because of the tension in this part of the world,
mostly arising from disputes over land features in the South China Sea, and most of the
activity over the last year being perpetrated by China.78

The administration responded further by embracing congressional calls for increased
activity “to reaffirm the principle of freedom of operations in international waters” (as stated
in S.Res 412) and significantly expanded a program of “freedom of navigation operations”
by the U.S. Navy in the region, designed to assert and demonstrate the U.S. commitment to
maritime access to the disputed air and sea lanes claimed by China. Although such operations
had been slowly increasing in general since 2013,79 Department of Defense testimony at a
congressional hearing in September established that the United States had not conducted
such operations in the South China Sea/Spratly Islands area after 2012.80 In response to
congressional pressure, the administration decided in the early fall to initiate such operations
as part of a more assertive and visible strategy. The first such operations occurred in October
2015, when the USS Lassen and P-8 patrol planes sailed in the disputed region. While China
vigorously protested, the U.S. publicly confirmed the action as a measure to “rebuff of
Beijing's territorial and maritime claims in the disputed waters.” According to reporting, the
White House decision to transit the disputed areas was intended to “assert the U.S. position
that they lie in international waters where ships from all countries are free to travel,” in the
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word of an anonymous senior U.S. defense official.81 U.S. actions were quickly supported
by officials from Australia and Japan, and U.S. defense officials confirmed that they expected
to continue such operations at a rate of about twice per quarter going forward.82 In addition,
this operation was followed by a number of overflights by U.S. B-52 bombers in November
and December 2015 as well.83
Finally, in the first weeks of 2016, the Philippines cleared the way for a defense cooperation
agreement with the U.S. to allow U.S. forces use of eight bases in that country, including two
in the South China Sea — the first such arrangement since the end of U.S. basing rights
twenty-five years earlier. According to one analyst, officials from both countries intended the
agreement and deployment to deter China and “help convince the Chinese that pressuring its
neighbors into giving up their territorial claims is actually not in China’s interest.”84 Sen. John
McCain (R-AZ), an advocate for more aggressive efforts in the region, noted “As Manila
finds itself the target of Chinese coercion…and is looking to Washington for leadership,
this agreement will give us new tools to deepen our alliance with the Philippines, expand
engagement with the Philippine Armed Forces, and enhance our presence in Southeast
Asia.”85
3.3. Phase 3: Into the future
By the end of 2015, tension persisted and the U.S. response had generated mixed results.
While more assertive actions and concerted efforts emerged in the wake of heightened
concern, troubling developments, and congressional urging, the future of the dispute remained
uncertain. For its part, China appeared ready to consolidate and extend its actions, moving
forward in construction activities, initiating test flights and announcing plans for regular air
traffic to newly established airfields.86 Tension between China, Vietnam, Taiwan, and the
Philippines appeared greater in early 2016 because of these advancements.
For the U.S., the way forward remained unclear. Despite the more aggressive and
concerted efforts, the territorial disputes in the area remained unresolved and fears of a
Chinese fait accompli grew with each passing month as the reclamation and construction
efforts continued. One Australian foreign policy specialist opined that “Ultimately…it may
take a crisis for the U.S.-China relationship to reach a stable equilibrium.”87 Other observers
cautioned that the most visible efforts — the freedom of navigation operations — were likely
a case of “too little, too late” unless accompanied by further and more assertive efforts,
including not only more (and regular) such operations, but also joint flotillas involving
the U.S., Japan, Australia, Vietnam and the Philippines, and perhaps even an international
conference to demilitarize the entire region.88
For members of the U.S. Congress, 2015 ended with continued scrutiny and a readiness to
press for further action. While the administration’s responsiveness to congressional prodding
81
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in 2015 assuaged members to some degree, the uncertainty led many to remain concerned.
For example, in December 2015, a bipartisan group of House members publicly offered
support for Taiwan and its efforts to counter Chinese actions and resolve disputes with the
other claimants in the region.89 Similarly, Rep. Randy Forbes (R-VA) continued to circulate
information about events in the region and to urge attention and action in response.90 As 2016
began, members appeared to be in a “strategic pause,” wary and monitoring the situation to
gauge the significant of China’s actions, the results and progress of administration responses,
and the need for further pressure and action.
As time passed, congressional frustration grew, however, and congressional signaling and
pressure increased. Many members of Congress preferred a more confrontational approach
to China’s continued expansion of activities in the South China Seas, while the Obama
administration took a more restrained approach that reflected concerns over cooperation with
China on climate change and other issues.91 As a consequence, citing the administration’s
“weak and lackluster” response, Sen. Corker joined with his colleagues Menendez, Cardin,
and Cory Gardner (R-CO) to write President Obama urging action, and to introduce the “AsiaPacific Maritime Security Act” (S. 2865), legislation requiring expanded naval operations in
the South China Seas and deeper military/security cooperation with other states of the region,
including the Philippines. A similar bill (H.R. 5890) was introduced in the House in July, but
both stalled in their respective committees.92
Congressional concerns persisted as 2016 passed, heightened by China’s defiance of the
July 2016 decision of the Permanent Court of Arbitration in the Hague (Netherlands) rejecting
China’s expansive claims in the region.93 The slow pace and eventual freezing of US Freedom
of Navigation operations in the South China Seas in October 2016 raised further concerns.
After the 2016 elections and the change in administration, members of Congress initially
waited to see what the new administration’s approach would be, encouraged by firm and
assertive statements by Secretary of State nominee Rex Tillerson at his confirmation hearings
calling for confrontation.94 However, assertiveness receded as the new administration sought
cooperation with China to address North Korea’s nuclear weapons program.
As a consequence, members of Congress took action to prod the reluctant administration
forward, combining signals, hearings, and the introduction of legislation to press their
preferences for a different, more assertive approach. For example, seven senators wrote to
the White House urging more aggressive actions, including the resumption of naval patrols
in the South China Seas. According to one congressional aide, “We thought it was important
to weigh in and also to try to help shake things loose in the administration on this.”95 Corker,
still chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee, joined with Sens. Marco Rubio (R-Fla.),
Cory Gardner (R-Colo.), Benjamin Cardin (D-Md.), Jack Reed (D-R.I.), Edward Markey
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(D-Mass.), and Brian Schatz (D-Hawaii) on the letter. In addition, Rubio introduced the
“South China Sea and East China Sea Sanctions Act of 2017” (S.659) in March, legislation
that would escalate U.S. responses to include entry and property sanctions (currently pending
in committee at this writing).96 In response, the administration ended its freeze of naval
operations in the region (it had denied several requests from the Department of Defense
for such operations) and, in May, authorized the first such action of its tenure in office.97
Administration officials including Secretary of State Tillerson and Secretary of Defense
James Mattis also delivered more assertive warnings to China public statements during travel
in the region in June, and the administration increasingly embraced an approach similar to its
predecessor, with somewhat more emphasis on shows of force.98
4. Conclusion: Congress, the South China Sea, and Congressional Engagement in
Foreign Policy
Examining U.S. policymaking on the South China Sea dispute through the analytical
framework employed in this chapter sheds light on how and why the U.S. response to the
challenge unfolded as it did. As the preceding discussion indicates, members of Congress
were significant players in the 2014-2015 period, and beyond, and their role and influence is
better understood when seen through the analytical lens employed here.
First, congressional engagement generally took shape according to the sequence
and dynamics of the analytical framework. On this strategic policy issue, members first
deferred to and monitored administration responses. The complex array of interests in the
U.S.-China relationships and the significant stakes involved in both the South China Sea
dispute and the broader relationship contributed to broader, more bipartisan concerns. As
the problem developed and concerns over the nature of the administration response grew,
members engaged in indirect and non-legislative efforts to signal their concerns and push the
administration toward further action and policy development. Framing, oversight, and reliance
on the annual budgetary cycle were central to these efforts. While the executive-dominated
instruments involved in the matter (military force, diplomacy) constrained congressional
opportunities to some degree, the legislative-dominated instruments of the power of the
purse offered opportunities to shape policy. Members moved to more assertive efforts after
the first phase of policymaking in 2014, and exerted significance influence — through both
anticipated reactions and through direct-legislative measures — in 2015, after “surveilling”
the administration response and finding it lacking. As concerns with administration responses
to their prodding ensued, such actions became increasingly direct, with clearer and more
binding actions specified in proposed legislation in 2015-2017.
Second, the preceding analysis shows the significance of key individual members in
driving congressional engagement and influence. Attentive members in key committees were
central to the use of indirect and non-legislative activities that prodded the administration.
These members led Congress with their activity and engagement, and their use of key access
points in committee and subcommittees empowered them in efforts such as framing, signaling,
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oversight, and the introduction of legislation. They acted as foreign policy entrepreneurs and
were able to communicate preferences and signal the need for administration responses, and
— as the Forbes example most clearly illustrates — they were able to inform, persuade and
mobilize activity from other members of Congress, with the passage of legislation in 2015
as a key example. Thus, the multiple avenues cued by the analytical framework revealed
a broader range of activity and influence by Congress, and a more important role for the
institution in shaping the U.S. response.
In this context, this analysis sheds some light on the role and influence of the more
indirect and non-legislative efforts, especially regarding signaling and anticipated reactions.
As members signaled their concerns, administration reception and responsiveness was
heightened by their nature. Signals by a president’s own party members are generally more
powerful,99 while signals from members of Congress from the opposite party are less so. In
this case, the bipartisan signals were particularly important and consequential. Moreover,
the administration reaction — responsiveness to members of Congress and their preferences
and signals — shaped the nature of the ensuing legislative-executive interactions as well.
To be sure, U.S. policy responses were not solely attributable to congressional action, but
the sequences and action-reaction processes strongly suggest anticipated reactions and
additional, more direct effects (e.g., 2015 legislation).
Third, partisanship played a significant, but limited role in this issue. The nature of
the challenge and its broader stakes, along with the array of economic interests and global
concerns that connect the U.S. and China, as well as the interests of various factions of
the U.S. political system, worked to establish competing interests and priorities that muted
partisanship and generated more cooperative efforts. Such conditions frequently reduce the
impact of partisan foreign policy behavior, as many studies of post-World War II conclude.100
However, at least two indications of the partisan aspect emerged. First, the more partisan
House of Representatives, with its Republican majority, took a more critical approach. It is
noteworthy that, while the Senate regularly invited administration witnesses to its hearings,
the House regularly did not, relying on critical policy analysts from foreign policy institutes
and the like. Second, when Republicans gained control of the Senate in 2015, more critical
and assertive efforts ensued. To be sure, the arc of the challenge accounts for some of this,
but it is also apparent from hearings transcripts that Republican members were consistently
more critical and more demanding of forceful responses than their Democratic colleagues.
Moreover, as noted, hearings in the Senate Foreign Relations and Senate Armed Services
committees increased substantially in 2015, driven in part by developments in the regions,
but also by the changed partisan control of the chamber.
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Overall, the nature and patterns of the U.S. foreign policymaking and the response to the
South China Sea challenge are better understood and explained when inspected through the
lens of this analytical framework. Looking forward, as the challenge continues, members
of Congress are likely to continue their strategic approach, monitoring both the problem
and the administration’s response to it, gauging progress and the need for policy correction,
and relying on key individuals to take the lead in congressional engagement and activity.
With progress, members are likely to defer; without it, they are likely to engage more
aggressively, prodding the administration to take further action, or charting new courses
should the administration prove unwilling to do so. In any event, members of Congress will
be meaningful players in shaping the nature of the U.S. response to the South China Sea
challenge in the future.
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